
Science Activity 23: NASA Rover Wheels



Resources Required:
Digital tool to conduct research; sand paper; shoes; toilet paper; toilet paper rolls;
damaged cloth; paper; plastic; rubber; broken wheels; straws; skewers; blue tack; glue;
tape; scissors; paint; shoe box.

Nasa Rover Wheels

Description of Investigation:
1) Take a 360˚ tour at one of Nasa’s testing labs. 

https://www.nasa.gov/specials/slope360/#
2) Find different types of shoes and observe the sole of each shoe (do not touch the

sole of the shoe if worn outdoors). Try to slide them on the floor. What do you
notice? Do they slide easily?

3) Construct 4 wheels using 4 different materials (found at home) the wheels can be
any size.

4) Test each wheel by sliding it on the floor. Which material offered the most
resistance?
5) Construct another 3 wheels (same material as the one with most friction).
6) Build a simple vehicle using used toilet paper rolls or any other available material.
7) Build a ramp using a used shoe box.
8) Slide the home-made Nasa Rover and observe how it performs. Test the Rover on

different surfaces!

More info: 
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/teach/activi

ty/roving-on-the-moon/

https://www.nasa.gov/specials/slope360/


More info: 
https://www.jpl.nasa.gov/edu/teach/activi

ty/roving-on-the-moon/

Investigation Questions:
 What did you notice when you were sliding the shoes on the floor?
 Where there any shoes that offered more resistance when sliding them on the floor?
 What did you notice when testing the first 4 wheels?
 Which wheel had most friction?
 Why is friction so important when designing wheels?
 When testing the home-made Rover on different surfaces, did you notice anything?
 How can you improve the grip of the tyres?



 Think Critically - ask questions and find out answers.
 Collaborate with family members.
 Get Creative! Designing wheels & a vehicle.
 Communicate your findings with others.

You are invited to share photos or videos of your Science activity results on our social
media platform - Primary Science Malta.

Skills Acquired

Suggested links to other subject areas

Mathematics:
• Measurement
• Shapes
• Angles
Language:
• Following instructions - procedure writing
Creative Arts:
• Designing the NASA Rover vehicle.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/157232278238598/?ref=bookmarks

